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Notes
Teaser promo for lead track "Seashells", prior to release of Florrie's SIRENS ep.
A personal message from Florrie on www.florrie.com
"New EP - "SIRENS"
To get going, I've decided my first release of 2014 will be a 3 track EP called "Sirens". Each track
will have its own video, something I've never done before! I shot the videos in the 10 days leading up
to Christmas. Two were directed by brilliant new director Jack Bowden and the other was made by
Ferry Gouw, who's done loads of cool stuff. As ever, they were styled by the amazing Phoebe Arnold,
who I've worked with since the very beginning, and the whole process was art directed by Studio
Moross. I'm so happy to be working with them!
I hope this EP creates a lot of excitement, and will be worth the wait for you guys. Each video will be
released with only a few weeks between them, so you'll get to hear all of the tracks on the EP by the
end of April. It will then be available to download on iTunes :) As I said earlier, I have to rebuild
interest, excitement and anticipation in advance of releasing my album, and that's the main reason
for putting out this EP. I'm not expecting it to chart or anything, but I hope it gives me a solid
platform to have hit songs in the future. To wish for anything more at this stage would be a bit
unrealistic. However, fortune favours the brave and I think this campaign is really exciting, fun, and
something quite different, so fingers crossed you guys like it!

I'll be releasing lots of bits and pieces as we go through the next few days and weeks - logo, artwork,
cover shots, amazing remixes as well as the videos and original tracks themselves. The first song to
be released is probably one of the strangest tracks I've ever worked on! It's called "Seashells" and I
thought if I don't release this song now I will never release it!! It's very different for me, but it's just
got something about it that I really love, hopefully, you guys will too."
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The Seashells - Maybe I Know
Cats On Trees - Sirens Call
Gianni Sposito - Strumentali: The Sirens
Seashells - Fallin' Under
Florrie - Call 911 (Codebase Cracked The Code Mix)
Laura Carbone - Sirens
Nicolas Jaar - Sirens
Florrie Forde - By Gum She Will An' All / Play That Again On The Gramophone
The Seashells - (The Best Part Of) Breakin' Up
On The Might Of Princes - Sirens

